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if youre a fan of video games and film noir, this game is a must. there are no cheap
jokes in this game, and no one will laugh at a cheap joke. theres no lack of surprises or
plot twists. theres a lot of content in the game that youll have no problem getting lost

for hours and hours. there are so many things to see and do in the game that youll
have no problem getting lost for hours and hours. the charm, humor and heart of the
original is still present and accounted for. theres never a dull moment in the game. if

you can handle the silly tone of the characters, then youll find this one to be a
completely immersive experience. if you are a fan of video games and film noir, there
isnt a better choice in the category. flint's journey into paper city is one of the most

captivating aspects of the game, and it's extremely satisfying to see the grizzled bear
get a much-needed lift as his relationship with the no-nonsense ted begins to grow. in

fact, the bear's newfound companionship with ted is the overarching theme of the
entire expansion. by the end, the two have become something of a surrogate family,
enjoying a warm, loving, if uncomfortable, relationship. the game makes it clear that
the two men are in a relationship even without the explicit dialogue, and with the two
sleeping together at the game's conclusion, the developers make no bones about it.

while this is something which would be hard to pull off in modern gaming, it feels like a
natural progression for the two characters, particularly considering the role ted plays in

flint's life.
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if the story engine is the heart of a game, then the graphics engine is its muscle. the
graphics engine provides a beautiful world to explore, and a deep and believable set of

characters to interact with. this is especially important for a game like bear with me. a lot
of the appeal of the game is its look and feel. using a retro feel to create a world that feels

distinct from the typical first-person adventure game is important. bear was almost
certainly going to be a playable character in bear with me. he was also going to have his

own ending. in the beta, he could be taken to a mission called bear hunt. it is a race to the
top mission where bear hunts for a bear cub named bear. bear can track the bear cub in

most of the levels, but can sometimes get distracted and fall to his death. bear was going
to be a strong character, and would be one of the first characters to join the saints. bear
was going to be a powerful character, with the ability to "jump" as well as run and climb,
he would have a great time jumping from building to building and would have awesome
control over the environment, just like big smoke. bear would have been a great support

for carl to use with the occasional healing ability. bear would have an excellent partnership
with sweet, where they would both have to work together to complete all of the missions.

the partnership would have been similar to that of jessie and ester, but with more of a
"dad and kid" dynamic instead of a "sweet and weak" one. because carl and sweet are just

kids, they would have been unable to complete the game without the assistance of the
heroes. bear would have been able to jump to the top of buildings, which would have

helped carl traverse the map more efficiently, and would have allowed him to complete
more levels, most notably the post-apocalyptic levels of the game. bear would have had a

running down range attack (like big smoke), and would have had a running jump. bear
would have had two healing powers, one that healed all of carl's teammates and the other
that healed bear himself. in the game files, this healing power is called bheal, which makes

sense, but we can never be sure how bear would have actually been called. in the beta,
bear would have been a playable character for the saints, and would have been a good
partner for carl, sweet and jessie. bear would have been a favorite of many players, and

would have been a good character in any version of the game. 5ec8ef588b
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